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Introduction
Instagram was first launched on the 6th of October, in 2010. In between 2010 and
2012, there was a small pool of people who were attracted to the Smartphone app. After
it was acquired by Facebook in 2012 with $1 billion (USD), it took the spot of being the
world’s second most widely used social media platform. It is no surprise that over 60%
of the users log in daily and to date, more than 40 billion photos have been shared
(Smith, 2016). With the continuous expanding number of users, the hype around
Facebook would eventually fade away and will be replaced by this photo-sharing
application.
The popularity of Instagram amongst Hong Kongers can also be witnessed as well,
just like it has been across other countries. This is highly related to the fact that Hong
Kongers are constantly trying to keep up with the gadget trends by replacing their old
ones whenever a new one is introduced into the market. Across the Asia Pacific region,
there are over a billion people who own a smartphone – and Hong Kong alone has 5
million people using them (Tang, 2016). Given that these smartphones’ camera qualities
keep improving, it is no wonder that “91% of connected consumers APAC share
updates or photos of what they’re doing on social networks” (Tang, 2016).
Statistics have shown that most Hong Kong Instagrammers are “young and
trend-conscious”. Amongst the age cohort of 16 to 24 year olds, 88% are actively
engaged on Instagram (Tang, 2016). Synchronizing with the global trend, there are more
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females on the platform. Many of these women make use of the application to catch up
with the latest trends – be it places to dine at or the it-item of the season. Up till now,
approximately 40% of the brands make use of Instagram to advertise themselves; by
2017, statistics have predicted that at least 70% of the brands will be on it as well –
depleting how common it will become (Tang, 2016).
A lot of researches have been made on how marketing on Instagram affects young
adults – but not so much on teenagers in Hong Kong. How one forms their “ideal self ”
can be seen on Instagram as other public Instagrammers inspired many of these
youngsters’ accounts. There is currently little information available regarding how
marketing on Instagram affects teenagers’ perception of an “ideal-self ” in Hong Kong,
hence I would like to propose to conduct a research on it to fill up this research gap.
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Literature review
In the recent years, there has been a shift of focus from Facebook to Instagram
amongst social media users. It is especially prominent amongst youths to choose the
latter over the former, when compared against other demographic cohorts (Grove, 2013).
At the moment, this social media has the 2nd greatest number of active users, and over
90% of the 150 million of its users are under the age of 35.
Contrary to Facebook users, Instagram users do not have the habit of streaming
updates after updates; instead, each post are carefully thought through and selected
(Marwick, 2015). Previous studies have shown that “people who share online photo
spend a great amount of time “selecting, modifying, editing, storing or uploading”
photographs and find responses from their audiences sufficient reward for their efforts”
(Marwick, 2015). This justifies as to why teenagers have the tendency to find Instagram
more “aesthetically pleasing” and “cooler” than Facebook since posts are carefully
crafted. On top of that, the images captured are directly related to one’s everyday point
of view and experience (Zappavigna, 2016). Studies have shown that adolescents are
more likely to make use of social media to communicate with offline friends, to maintain
friendships and most importantly, to ensure that they are not missing out on any gossips
or news (Subrahmanyam, Reich, Waechter, & Espinoza, 2008). Given that more adults,
especially these teenagers’ parents are using Facebook and that the platform has a “rigid
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profile picture”, which limits one’s ability to present oneself, most of them have hence
opt to use Instagram. In addition to that, adolescence is also the period of time teenagers
attempt to discover who they are and hope to express identity via constructing it online
(Subramanyam, 2008). As Instagram is an “open-ended social media tool”, it gives one
the freedom to choose the way they want to present themselves to the public directly,
hence its popularity (Marwick, 2015).
With social media playing such a large role in our lives, it is no surprise that the
game of marketing has changed. In place of a top-down communication where
companies tell people what is trendy, consumers play the part – we have reached a state
of consumer-led society (Fernando, 2007). In the past, brand managers would have
shunned out negative comments circulated around the corporates or product that they
sell, as they have the responsibility to control the flow of information (Fernando, 2007).
Nonetheless, “in the new brand world of social networking, marketers know that
allowing customers to initiate conversation is what keeps brands alive” (Fernando, 2007).
Brands contribute heavily on mobile social media platforms’ development (Carah &
Shaul, 2015). Until 2014, Instagram did not give corporates an option to use it as a
platform to advertise; therefore, businesses had to commit and create accounts to engage
their products to consumers (Carah & Shaul, 2015). Not only so, brands also paid and
sponsored “instafamous” users to attract their followers to purchase these items
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(Fernando, 2007; Carah&Shaul, 2015). The common characteristics of the instafamous
crowd are that they all portray an extremely glamorous, luxurious, rich life, topped with
good looks (Fernando, 2007). “What the young users of Instagram find aspirational
often resembles “the lifestyle of the rich and famous” (Fernando, 2007). An interesting
demographic to note here is that Instagram users were more attractive towards those
who lived in urban areas. They are comparatively more active in terms of creating posts
or following celebrities/Instagram famous people than those living in the countryside
(Duggan, 2016). This easily leads to conspicuous consumption, as these instafamous
users often incorporate the sponsored products into their lives, misleading teenagers to
believe that they are “must-have items” and hence tricked into buying them too (Carah &
Shaul, 2015). Studies have shown that it does not occur to teenagers that the reason why
these online celebrities engage in Instagram usage is mainly to “increase brand awareness”
as well as “promote and attract sponsors” in order to make a living (Geurin-Eagleman &
Burch, 2015). Essentially, Instagram increasingly becomes a tool for advertising their
goods in a subtle manner.
Hong Kong is a highly capitalistic society, and is seen as “one of the most
successful regions for achieving industrialization and socioeconomic modernization in a
single generation” (Sing, 2009). Being the world’s “second most globalized country in the
world” and having one of the freest markets, it is no surprise that Hong Kongers’
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favorite hobby is to shop. “As is well known, Hong Kong is a consumer culture virtually
without peer” (Vukovich, 2012). Through promotions, following public accounts, youths
are likely to fall into the trap of lusting after an Instafame sort of lifestyle – the picture
perfect, idealistic lifestyle that are able to attract many followers, likes, comments and
fundamentally fame. Unknowingly, people are sucked into the thought of purchasing
branded goods and blindly following trends despite the fact that they may not be able to
afford it. A lot of Hong Kongers sustain their life satisfaction based on via obtaining
goods – teenagers included, despite their lack of ability to earn an income. A research
found out that teenagers often related “possessions of branded goods with happiness,
friendship and self-esteem” (Chan, 2006). In turn of this it has also been reported in the
past, shoplifting cases in Hong Kong increased and that those who committed the crime
were usually primary and secondary school students (Chan, 2006). This hints the possible
“dark side” of consumer behavior – the unknown consequences that teenagers may fall
into due to materialistic desires.
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Theoretical framework
Keywords: social context, self-presentation, social norms, peer recognition, individualism-collectivism
One of the main goals that a teenager has to achieve during adolescence is to build
one’s self-identity. The process where an individual attempts to build up his or her own
character and manipulate others into believing they are what they present is the core idea
of self-presentation theory developed by Goffman (Guadagno, Okdie, & Kruse, 2012).
Social media contributes highly to allowing one to construct their identity online and
often,

such

constructions

are

done

with

a

high

level

of

consciousness

(Geurin-Eagleman& Burch, 2015). Nonetheless, it is crucial to bear in mind that
depending on one’s social context, social norms in their respective groups or social class
may differ from one another, and it would affect what one chooses to share on their
Instagram feed.
Social context refers to “the immediate physical setting in which people were raised”.
An example to show how social context affects social norms is through studying a research
conducted to reveal the differences between how Chinese and American young adults
present themselves on social-networking sites (Mazur & Li, 2016). “Social norms are
shared beliefs within a social group regarding the appropriate ways to feel, think and
behave” (Moncur, Orzech, & Neville, 2016). How people choose what to share or how to
construct their profile, which in this case, on Instagram, depends highly on the social
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setting they are emerged in. The results of the mentioned research showed that Chinese
and American young adults different contents on SNS; U.S. profile users are more inclined
to share “optimistic blog entries”, for instance, photos of themselves with their friends and
families (Mazur & Li, 2016). Chinese users on the other hand are more likely to be engaged
to in discussions related to “identity exploration and mood disruptions (Mazur & Li, 2016).
The result of such phenomenon is connected to the fact that social norms govern how one
ought to act in their respective social circle and they are “the mechanism by which social
groups can influence their members’ behavior” (Moncur, Orzech& Neville, 2016). “The
kinds of impressions people wish to convey of themselves vary depending on the social
context and or the values of the people to whom they are impression-managing”
(Matteucci, 2014).
The main purpose for one to obey social norms is to ensure that they are not excluded
from their groups (Moncur, Orzech& Neville, 2016). Peer recognition plays a crucial role
during one’s adolescence, and the objective of it is to “gain social approval to demonstrate
capacities necessary” (Matteucci, 2014). In addition to that, it contributes to producing
psychological benefits; hence teenagers are bound to follow social norms in order to gain a
positive reputation. On Instagram, it has been noted that creating an aesthetically pleasing
feed is often one’s goal. Instafamous users usually have “cool” feeds, and they attract
companies to sponsor them. Many teenagers lack the ability to tell apart which posts are
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paid and they have the tendency to blindly follow the trends so that they could post about
it on their own feeds in order to gain a sense of recognition from their peers. This may lead
to conspicuous consumption, as individuals spend time in order to impress others as well
as gain self-esteem and envy from surrounding people (Campbell, 1995). “Consequently
the conclusion would appear to be that conspicuous consumption is an activity
distinguished by individuals’ deliberate, conscious endeavors to achieve a particular end”
(Campbell, 1995).
On top of it all, it is crucial to bear in mind that culture plays an imminent role in
influencing how an individual would like to portray themselves to others. Looking at the
works of Tonnies (1964) who distinctively laid out “gemeinschaft” and “gesellschaft”, or
Durkheim’s (1893) works on mechanical and organic solidarities, it shows that depending
on how the social environment is, individuals within these respective societies tend to
behave differently. In other words, individuals’ characteristics are built according to the
cultural patterns around them. This is observed through the “dimension of
individualism-collectivism”.

Developed

by

Geert

Hofstede

(2001),

“individualism-collectivism” is one of the dimensions that were examined under his
theory – cultural dimensions theory. “Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties
between individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his
or her immediate family (Hofstede, 2001).” On the other end, there is collectivism, and the
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definition of it is that it “pertains to societies in which people from birth onwards are
integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s lifetime continue to
protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty” (Hofstede, 2001). The concept was
used to analyze a range of topics, for instance self-concept, choice making and emotion
(Hamamura, 2012). Given the fact that this theoretical keyword can be studied across
numerous topics, it held a “pivotal role in social discourse” (Hamamura, 2012). This gave it
reasons to be used intensively in comparing East Asian countries against North American
countries (Allik & Realo, 2004, p. 32; Hamamura, 2012). A common finding amongst
research papers is that collectivism prevails in East Asia, and for North America,
individualism does instead (Hamamura, 2012). According to the journal article written by
Kim, Sohn and Choi (2011), studies showed that Korean college students are more inclined
to use social networking sites for support from social groups, whereas American college
students use it mainly just for entertainment. This hints that within Western societies,
individuals do not focus too much on pleasing others through the usage of their social
media, while an opposite phenomenon can be witnessed instead in Eastern societies. It is
also worth mentioning that the dimension of individualism-collectivism influences highly
marketing decisions made by corporates. Depending on whether a company’s target
population consists mostly of Eastern or Western socialized people, how their marketing
plan must be developed in accordance to corresponding cultures. This means that there is
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a high possibility in which marketing by different brands, targeting different groups on
Instagram may be tailored in consonance with the major cultural groups.
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Research Questions
The ultimate goal of this research is to find out how marketing on Instagram affect
people from different socio-economic backgrounds’ perceptions towards an “ideal-self ”.
In order to facilitate this research, students attending local and international schools will
be chosen respectively to measure their cultural differences, which could affect their
perceptions towards an “ideal-self ”. Through doing so, we will be able to find out how
they differ in terms of whom they follow, which can give us an insight of what they
admire from an individual and ultimately, what factors and values contribute to building
an “ideal-self ”. Additionally, since there are distinctive differences between those that are
socialized in either Eastern or Western societies, how different cultures affect students
from respective schools will hence also be studied. All of it could be reflected from what
they post. Therefore, the research questions are as followed:
a. How do local and international school students differ in terms of whom they
follow on Instagram?
b. How does it affect what they post?
c. Besides marketing having an influence on these students’ Instagram activities,
would there be a significance influence from Eastern and Western cultures
respectively?
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Through the formulation of the above research questions, the following hypotheses
were then developed –
Hypothesis 1. International school students have a stronger sense to construct an
Instagram feed that is more personal and individual
Hypothesis 2. Instagram users with an "aesthetically pleasing" feed are more aware of the
"ideal-self" they would like to present to others
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Methodology
In order to answer the research questions set up for this project, 80 students from 8
international schools and local schools altogether will be chosen based on snowball
sampling and purposive sampling. I will try to contact my previous teachers as well as
friends who have recently graduated from local and international schools to ask high
school students to help me fill out my online questionnaire. Random high school
teachers found on international and local school websites will be contacted via email. The
targeted age group will range from 15 to 18 years. To ensure that the research results are
not biased towards one sex only since statistics have shown that there are more female
users than male users on the social networking platform, within the sample group, I will
also ask my acquaintances to selectively choose students in order to ensure there is an
even ratio between the number of boys and girls respondents. For instance, I could ask a
friend to evenly distribute the questionnaire link to 10 students from each grade, with
half being girls and the other half being boys to ensure an unbiased result. Amongst the
local schools, I hope to collect data from a girls’ school, a boys’ school and 2 co-ed
schools. I would like to further analyze the possible different hypes and trends amongst
local students to get a diverse picture of what Hong Kong students are into. For example,
girls from same sex schools and from co-ed schools may differ in terms of how much
emphasis they put into trying to look good or the trends they prefer to follow. This could
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be due to the reason that girls in co-ed schools may struggle to look good in the way that
the boys prefer to look like, whereas for girls in same sex schools may not care as much;
given that they may not even know how boys prefer them to look like. The way an
individual behaves is largely affected by whom they are surrounded by and the trends
they prefer to follow are constructed this way as well. Therefore, to investigate into both
same-sex and co-ed schools would help to further define the trends local students like to
follow.
I propose to collect my data through conducting a quantitative research –
specifically by creating a questionnaire. The two main approaches I have chosen to gain
an insight of how students attending different types of school vary culturally is through
asking them to fill out an online questionnaire that could allow me to study the two
different groups of students’ usage of Instagram, as well as analyzing their Instagram
content.
To collect the needed data, I plan to put my questionnaire up on Qualtrics, which
would eventually help to generate bar charts or graphs that could be used for the
presentation of data. In the first part, I will collect some the Instagram usage of the
respondents – including the types of accounts they usually follow, whom are the top 5
public Instagram users they follow, how they came across the users they are following
and the frequency they would use Instagram per day. In the second part; I would like to
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collect data regarding the respondents’ family background. In the last part, questions I
would like to cover in the survey are basically personal information, such as the type of
school they are attending, grade they are in and whether they have a part-time job.
Part 1 of my questionnaire is entirely focused upon the respondents’ usage of
Instagram. From questions 1 to 4, the questions centre about the duration respondents
have used Instagram for, the categories they like to follow best, who are some of their
favouriteInstagrammers and where did they learn about these public accounts. This will
give me a better comprehension of what is popular amongst these teenagers at the
moment, and also in some way, give me an insight of whether the duration they have
used Instagram for affects the categories they like to follow and who they enjoyed
following. For instance, because the pool of Instagrammers was much smaller in the
beginning, most amateur photographers used it to share their work – most of the
content of these photos revolved around nature and animals. Nevertheless, as the
application has shifted to become a marketing tool, there are numerous models,
celebrities who are using it to share their lifestyles or fashion choices as a way to advertise
for brands they are working with.
As for questions number 5 to 11, the emphasis is placed on trying to find out the
respondents’ own habits of using Instagram. I hope to find out the frequency that they
like to post pictures, the categories of photos they are fond of posting (which can be
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linked to whether they aim for their feed to look “aesthetically pleasing”) and finally,
whether it was common amongst the respondents to hashtag their posts. From analyzing
the respondents’ habits, it could give me an insight if other public users on Instagram
influence the way they construct their feed. Since one of my questions in this part of the
questionnaire asks for respondents to list down their favouriteInstagrammers, I could
check those accounts and the respondents’ accounts to see if there are parallel against
one another.
In the last two questions of part 1 – questions 12 and 13, what I attempt to find out
is the respondents’ perception of an “ideal life” and how much they believe that
Instagram affects their understanding of an “ideal life”. Question 28 asks them to rank
definitions that can best describe the “ideal life” they have in mind. Through inspecting
the similarities or differences amongst the teenagers in terms of what they find most
important, it will be able to show whether the different cultures they are exposed to
influences how they view the perfect life. On top of this, by inspecting the contents that
they post and how much they personally believe that Instagram affects how they see the
concept “ideal life”, in one way or another, we may be able to witness the effects of
marketing on Instagram – especially if they ranked “to be able to show possessions of
branded goods, lead a luxurious life” or “to be able to show others that you are trendy
and fashionable” as the best definitions to define their perceptions of an “ideal life”. If
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they ranked highly that Instagram influences them, then it would be evidential that
marketing does influence the way the respondents vision things.
The data collected will be analyzed through comparing the outcomes coming from
international and local schools respectively, to see if they vary from one another. This
will help me to understand better what sort of trend they follow; for instance, Asian
trends or Western trends. Asian trends can be easily identified based on the types of
clothing they choose to wear as well as how they do their make-up – i.e. the “one-line
eyebrow” trend that is hugely popular in Korea. As for Western trends, what are usually
observed are girls sporting heavy make-up – i.e. “full and thick” brows inspired by Kylie
Jenner or using matte liquid lipsticks. By asking how did they come to know these
Instagram users can also help to conclude whether attending different schools affect the
sample groups’ preferences in terms of trends, due to the diversity of students a school
might have, specifically in international schools. By looking through the Instagram users
these respondents follow may also give me an insight to what sort of products or
services they may have hinted in their own feed, which could lead to the respondents to
go after certain brands and whatnots.
Additionally, I would also like to ask the respondents about their family’s economic
background as this may help draw the line between international students’ and local
students’ consumption habits, as it depends highly whether one is well off to be able to
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purchase branded goods. Essentially lay out whether through purchasing certain
materialistic goods as advertised on Instagram may affect what they think needs to be
purchased to show people that they lead the “ideal life”.
On top of that, through the collection of the online questionnaires, respondents
will also be asked to provide their Instagram accounts for the second part of the
research – content analysis in order to be able to compare the possible differences
between the two social groups.
For content analysis, the main things that I would like to study are what these
students usually post on their feeds (last 24 photos posted), whether there is a certain
stylistic approach and whether the feed is “aesthetically pleasing”, as well as the contents
of 2 – 3 of the verified Instagram accountsthe follow (i.e. public figures, Youtubers,
global brands, celebrities, and photographers etc.). Out of the 80 respondents, 10 of
their Instagram accounts will be analyzed and the sample group will be chosen using
simple random sampling method. Both qualitative and quantitative methods of analysis
will be used. By using qualitative method, I can find out things like whether the
respondents’ posts lean towards an Asian or Western trend more through comparing
them with others’ posts. By using quantitative method, it will give me an idea whether on
average respondents like to post things related to their consumption.
The first part can reflect their perceptions towards an ideal-self and the measures
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they would take to create their self-presentation. In addition to that, by inspecting what
Instagram users the two different groups of respondents tend to follow would give a
clearer picture of what they admire and where they get their inspirations from. From
analyzing the frequency of these users editing their photos a certain way or look similar
to public accounts, it could also show whether marketing on Instagram has an impact of
the respondents’ perception towards beauty, and perhaps even ideal life. Last but not
least, through analyzing the contents of the verified Instagram accounts’ feed, I will also
be able to make a comparison if what the respondents are interested in synchronizes
with what those users post. They could reflect the power of marketing on Instagram,
especially if one of the respondent’s posts are very similar or they actually purchase
products that were posted by the user he or she followed.
If less than 10 of the respondents leave their Instagram accounts on the online
questionnaire, I will use systematic sampling to pick out a total number of 10 accounts in
order to continue the second part of my research. I will separate female and male
respondents into two lists and pick out every 3rd respondent until I get 5 boys and 5 girls.

Figure 1Kylie Jenner (Western trend)

Figure 2 Tayeon (Korean trend)
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Results Findings Descriptions
Procedure
The target number of respondents for the questionnaire was set to 80; one half
from international high schools and the other from local high schools. Before the actual
data collection, a pilot test was conducted in an attempt to see if the questionnaire could
be understood easily and to see if there were any improvements to be made. Due to the
fact that a number of the people who tested out the questionnaire thought local students
may have a hard time comprehending the questions in English, a Chinese translation was
made. Data collection took place from 27th March to 15th April in 2017 through an
online questionnaire server called Qualtrics and target participants were recruited
through snowball sampling and purposive sampling. The respondents were contacted
through previous high school teachers of mine, some of my old high school peers and
through university schoolmates’ siblings. In addition to that, random high school teachers
were found via international and local school websites and chosen at random as well.
Qualtrics generated a link and it was sent to high school teachers through email. To my
knowledge, my email was forwarded to these students and they answered the
questionnaire voluntarily. Current and previous classmates of mine helped to spread the
questionnaire link to high school students they knew through Facebook and Whatsapp
Messenger. Nonetheless, only a result of 34 respondents was recorded in the end and
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there were slightly more international students responding to the questionnaire than local
students.
Participants
Among the participants, 58% of them are studying at international schools and the
remaining 42% are from local schools. 50% of the respondents have been using
Instagram for 2-3 years and 26% of them have had their accounts for 4-5 years. Half of
the respondents were of 18 years old at their last birthdays, and the rest of the students
were either 16 or 17 years old. 69% of the respondents were males and almost all of the
respondents (80%) did not have a part-time job in the last six months. For the 20% who
answered that they have had worked, their wages ranged from $65, $80 to $100 per hour.
Out of the 34 respondents, 20 of them provided the name of their Instagram accounts.
5 of these accounts were chosen through simple random sampling in order to carry out
the content analysis. In these 5 accounts, 3 users are attending international schools and
the remaining 2 are attending local schools. 4 of these Instagram accounts belong to
females and the remaining 1 belongs to a male participant. For the sake of anonymity,
these accounts will be referred as Account A, Account B, Account C, Account D and
lastly, Account E.
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Measurement
The main question of this research is to find out whether different cultures –
mainly between Hong Kong Chinese and more Westernized cultures (for instance,
American or Canadian) play a role in determining high school students’ Instagram
activities – including the public accounts they are keener to follow, images which they
would post themselves as well as what sort of marketing on Instagram (verified company
accounts) may interest them. Mentioned previously, this study hopes to find out how
influential Western and Eastern values (i.e. individualistic vs. collectivistic), which could
explain largely of the findings of data collected. In reasoning to this, the proxy of this
study is based on the type of schools these students are currently attending to measure
how closely one’s account resembles cultural patterns of the East or of the West.
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Results
Quantitative data
The online questionnaire was split into three parts - part one asked for respondents’
Instagram usage, part two focused on their socioeconomic background and part three,
for personal particulars. Since the targeted number of responses could not be met, data
collected for part two is too insignificant to be used to do any further analysis, as it will
not be reliable. In reasoning to this, for this part, an emphasis will be placed upon
analysing part one - participants’ Instagram usage.
Part one of the survey focused mainly on finding out the duration one has used
Instagram for, the most popular categories which users like to follow and post
themselves, the number of times one usually posted, participants’ perception towards the
importance of an ‘aesthetically pleasing’ feed and lastly their views on Instagram’s
relation with ‘ideal life’.
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Figure 2Amount of years respondents have been using their Instagram accounts for

Figure 4 Distribution of the respondents' favourite categories to follow on Instagram
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As mentioned previously, approximately 76% of the respondents have been using
their accounts for 2 - 5 years. These users paid close attentions and voted that they liked
these following categories best. First, travel and nature, with 30.69% of the respondents
voting on it; next, celebrities, with 18.81% of the respondents choosing it, and lastly,
animals and others (for instance, friends) which accounted for 13.86% each. More than
half of the Instagram users said that they learnt about the accounts they were following
from other social-networking sites (61.76%), and the next few popular options included
from peers, Instagram explorer and other Instagrammers’ accounts.

Figure 5 Categories respondents are likely to post on their Instagram accounts

In terms of their own usage, 28.57% of the respondents said that they preferred
posting photos of their travel experiences; 20.78% chose the option “nature” and
26

18.18% of them commented that they posted photos usually of their daily/school life,
oneself, one’s personal life, friends, art, and streets. On average, they would usually post
less than five times in a month (80%). Only 15% of the participants posted 6 – 10 times
a month. In addition to their habits of posting photos, when asked if they had any
regular hash tags, which they would add to their post, only 5 of the respondents said that
they would, and the hash tags were as follows – “nature”, “landscape”, “boostvibes”,
“moodygram”, “hk”, “Hong Kong”, “travel”, and “photography”. In response to the
question on whether one believed it was important for their accounts’ feed to look
“aesthetically pleasing”, 65% of them said yes and the remaining 35% said it was not.

Figure 6 The amount of times respondents used Instagram per hour

The next few questions in the online questionnaire asked about the frequency
participants used Instagram per day and the frequency of editing their posts. The
27

maximum number of times which one used Instagram per day was 10 times – with only
10% of the respondents choosing the option “6 – 10 times”. 50% of them said they
used Instagram less than 1 or 1 time only, and approximately 39% of the respondents
said they used Instagram 2 – 5 times a day. As for the frequency of posting photos after
having edited them, most of the users (78%) only edited 2 of their last 10 photos, and
only 8% of the respondents edited all last 10 posts.

Figure 7 Result of respondents choosing the best description describing an "ideal life"

For the last two questions of part one, the questions asked were related to their
understanding of an “ideal life” and how much they thought Instagram affected their
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perceptions towards an ideal life. In regard to the description that fit best to explain what
an “ideal life” means to the respondents, most of them voted first for “to have a fun and
adventurous life”, second was “to have a rich material life” and the third most popular
description was “to stay on top of new things”. Nonetheless, almost half of the
respondents (42%) thought that Instagram had little power to influence their perception
towards an ideal life, only around one third of the respondents thought Instagram
moderately affected their perceptions and less than 20% thought the social networking
application had an effect.
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Content analysis
5 of the respondents’ Instagram accounts were chosen using simple random
sampling out of the 20 accounts to conduct a content analysis. Several things of their
accounts were studied – the content of their last 24 posts, the public Instagram accounts
(which consist of well-known public figures, celebrities, global brands are verified with a
blue tick next to their usernames) they followed, and the content of these public
accounts. 3 of these accounts belong to international school students and the remaining
belongs to local students. The verified chosen accounts were also chosen using simple
random sampling. For privacy reasons, the usernames of these accounts will be replaced
with being called Accounts A, B, C, D and E. Account A, account B and account C
belong to three international high school students (Appendixes 3.1, 3.5 and 3.1.1
respectively). Account D and Account E (Appendices 3.1.3 and 3.1.6) are attending local
schools.
The most recent 24 posts were examined in order to figure out mainly if there are
major differences between international school and local school students’ images. The
usage of investigating into the images that these 5 accounts posted was to see if any of
their accounts overlapped in the sense that a student from an international school could
have had posted something similar to that of a local school student. Through studying
this, it helps to measure and answer the research question on whether international
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students are as predicted, keener to post images that are more representative of them
and individualistic and may even be more thoroughly thought through – with a preferred
style and such. In other words, they are more likely to post images that inspire them one
way or another but may not necessarily have any specific meaning on its own, but would
mean something when we look at the entire Instagram feed. Interestingly enough,
accounts A, B, and C were similar in the sense that each account went with a particular
“style” when it comes to constructing their feed. The remaining account – Account D
and E were the odd ones out. Account E posted almost only of photos of herself in
large groups – for instance, with her classmates at school activities and event whereas
Account D also featured many photos of her friends, but also quite a number of
snapshots of random things.
International school students’ accounts
The first account, which was analysed, is Account A. Out of the 373 accounts
which she followed, 32 of them were public accounts, and the types of accounts she
followed ranged from Youtubers (i.e. “baileymay”, “jasonnash”, “lizakoshy”,
“daviddobrik”,

“maddibragg”,

etc.),

models

(“jeannedamas”,

“alexisren”,

“justinemaebiticon”, “i_am_kiko” etc.), celebrities (“camimendes”, “lilireinhart”,
“colesprouse”, “kimkardashian” etc.) to brands (i.e. “glossier”, “reformation” etc.).
From examining this user’s feed, what could be observed was that she had a specific
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approach to posting her images. The feed, which she has constructed, had pastel and
warmer tones – and this can be seen from the way most of the photos consisted of baby
blue or baby pink tones. Among the last 24 images that have been posted, generally
speaking, she did not have a lot of photos of herself. Only 5 photos consisted of herself
with 3 of them being selfies and the other 2 being group photos, with 4 and 7 girls in
each of these pictures respectively. All three of the selfies she took were mirror shots,
and 2 of them were taken at changing rooms of clothing store named “Monki”. This was
known from reading through the comments on one of the photos and the fact that she
tagged “Monki” under the locations function. The rest of her photos were mainly of
nature – for instance, the sea; buildings, and images of “old Hong Kong”. 7 out of the
24 represented bits of Hong Kong – and only 1 of them was of high-rise buildings,
taken at Central during Art Central festival, which took place in early April this year. The
rest of the photos she took of Hong Kong were less financially developed districts – for
example, Tung Chung. In this user’s most recent post (a photoset of 2 photos) –
captured everyday life in Tung Chung and pink and beige coloured buildings. These were
not the only photos that depicted less a more “local” and “old-fashioned” Hong Kong –
a couple more of her photos were of buildings with similar colour tones (i.e. pink) with a
rustic ambience to them. The common feature amongst these photos is that they were
quite likely taken without any specific meanings to it – as in they were not posted for any
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special occasion – but simply to build a feed that was “aesthetically pleasing”. From
observing public Instagram accounts – there were 3 that looked similar to Account A –
they are “glossier” (Appendix 3.2), “reformation” (Appendix 3.3) and “jeannedamas”
(Appendix 3.4). The first two accounts are global brands and the last one belongs to an
international model called Jeanne. What is common between these 3 accounts is that they
all have a particular stylistic approach to constructing their feeds – most of the images
had a nostalgic touch to them and looked in line with this user’s. Take “glosser” (skincare
brand) as an example, out of the first 24 photos, many of them either a pink tone, or lots
of pink colour in it. On top of that, the account also posted quite a number of photos
of models wearing lip-glosses or just photos of lip-glosses in general. Lip-gloss became
popular in the 1930s and also 1970s. This showed that “glossier” sold their skincare and
cosmetics with a retro approach. As for “reformation” which is a clothing brand, it
featured vintage looking clothes. This is shown through images of off-the-shoulder
dresses that were popular during the 1960s (5 out of 24 photos featured off-the-shoulder
dresses), one piece and two-piece swimsuits also inspired by the 1950s (i.e. swimsuits
with camis tops). Lastly, Jeanne’s account composed mainly of herself, sporting vintage
clothing items as well. For instance, one of the photos was of her wearing an
off-the-shoulder dress, sitting on the stairs, and a couple of them featured the model
wearing high-waist jeans, which was popular in the 1950s (4 out of 24 photos). Overall,
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from examining these three public accounts against Account A, it is evidential that these
accounts have been influential to how she has been constructing her feed.
Very similarly, Account B also constructed an Instagram feed that had a distinctive
style approach. This account featured mainly of old districts in Hong Kong. Out of the
457 accounts he followed, 21 of them were public accounts and they were all either
accounts which featured sneakers, or popular photography accounts/users (i.e.
“complexsneakers”,

“sneakerfreakermag”,

“edwardkb”,

“natgeotravel”,

“discoverhongkong” and “canonasia” etc.). This user’s feed featured mostly of older
parts of Hong Kong as well – Mong Kok, Sham Shui Po, Sai Kung and Sheung Wan.
These were observed using the location tag function. 12 out of 24 of his last posts
featured streets and buildings in Hong Kong. The remaining were portraits of local
workers engaged in manual labour; for instance, construction workers, fast food deliverer,
waste collectors. Periodically there were images of sneakers that popped up. Nonetheless,
despite the fact that this user featured images of a nostalgic Hong Kong just like
Account A did, his images had a completely different aesthetic to them. Account B’s
posts consisted of cooler tones – lots of his photos were edited to have a more blue in it.
How it can be concluded that his photos featured mainly of grassroots Hong Kong is
through seeing photos of short, worn out buildings. For example, one of his photos was
of Mong Kok taken from above the ground; this image captured buildings with pastel
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coloured walls, had signs of old companies attached to them. From studying the public
accounts this user followed – there were 3 accounts that built their feeds in line with his.
These accounts included “edwardkb” (Appendix 3.6), “complexsneakers” (Appendix 3.7),
and “discoverhongkong” (Appendix 3.1.0). The last three accounts featured photos that
also had a cooler tone to them, and many of their images captured older districts of
Hong Kong – such as Sham Shui Po. This was seen from the fact that all three accounts
posted an image of the same street. However, instead of capturing grassroots life, when
it comes to portraits, these public accounts featured photos mostly of models –
something which Account B;’ did not engage in. This can perhaps be seen as the user’s
unique way of constructing the Instagram feed. In addition to this, there were also a
couple of posts, which were of sneakers, and quite they were taken from a perspective
quite aligned with accounts such as “complexsneakers”. In one of the more recent posts,
Complex Sneakers posted an image of a person, holding one side of the shoe, with a
backdrop of staircases (Appendix 3.9). The staircases matched the colours of the shoes,
which were of shades of grey. Account B also took a matching shot – one of his images
featured a person holding one side of the sneaker as well, and the background matched
the colours of the shoe – which was mostly black and had some hints of orange to it
(Appendix 3.8).
The third account – Account C is also from an international school. Out of the 448
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accounts she is currently following, only 9 of them were public accounts. These accounts
mostly belonged to public figures (i.e. “chaelincl”, “cydbee” etc.) and Youtubers (i.e.
“iamkareno”, “imjennim” etc.). In the last 24 posts, this user did not post any photos of
herself – but there were 9 images that were related to food. Most of the photos were of
desserts – such as brownies, waffles, chocolate lava cake, and ice cream cone. All of the
photos that she took of food were tagged with the location – showing where they were
taken and eaten at. From studying the contents of the public Instagram accounts she
followed however, none were aligned with her posts. Take “imjennim” (Appendix 3.1.2)
as an example – out of the last 24 posts, 18 of the photos had consisted of herself. Only
occasionally did 1 photo of food popped up – but it was not even a dessert, but tacos.
The rest of the public accounts she followed did not feature photos of desserts either,
and mostly of themselves. Only two of the public account had the same stylistic
approach – “imjennim” and “iamkareno”; for the rest of the accounts, most of the
photos were either of the celebrities themselves, or random objects. Nonetheless, even
though no correlation could be found between the verified accounts’ posts this user
followed with her own, it is obvious that this user still had a theme – which was likely to
post photos of desserts since so many shots were of cakes. This user’s account may not
look as “aesthetically pleasing” as Account A and B, but it is still observable that the user
has a preference to what she would like to post onto her feed, besides photos of herself.
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Local school students’ accounts
Account D belonged to a local student. She also listed down her school’s name
(which is a local girls’ school) under the self-description box. Out of the 194 accounts
she is currently following, only 8 of them were public accounts. These accounts were all
celebrities, who were mostly Korean; for instance, (i.e. “jessica.syj”, “baekhyunee_exo”,
“oosehun” etc.). These public accounts were only alike in the matter of posting images
of themselves, but they do not a certain stylistic approach cannot easily be observed. For
example, “jessica.syj” (Appendix 3.1.4) posted all last 24 photos and videos with herself
in it, and only herself. Looking at another public account, “oohsehun” (Appendix
3.1.5) – again, there are no resemblances between account D’s feed and oohsehun’s.
“oohsehun” has a preference to use the black and white filter, and posts quite a number
of photos of random objects – such as a watch, a statue, a spark of fire etc. The only
thing similar may be the fact that for the rest of the images, which were not tone to black
and white were also unfiltered. Looking back at Account D’s feed, the colours of her
images were not consistent like “glossier” or “edwardkb” – images were randomly posted
and not thought as thoroughly as the other public accounts that has been analysed earlier.
On top of this, looking at this user’s own account, there is no resemblance between the
public accounts she is following with her own at all. Out of the last 24 images, which she
has post herself, 21 of them were of her with her classmates (observed from the fact that
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they are all wearing their school uniforms) at school events or during holiday season (i.e.
Christmas with one of the photos featuring a Christmas tree). The photos in her feed did
not seem to have a certain aesthetic approach either, given that the photos do not look
retouched, or is not as obviously retouched as Accounts A and B.
The last account (Account E) that was studied belonged to another local school
student. The user followed 71 public accounts out of the 651 accounts she is following.
The Instagram accounts she is following ranges most of public figures (i.e.
“kendalljenner”, “gigi_hadid”, “badgalriri” etc.) to random global brands (i.e. “oreo”,
“nikewomen”, “freshbeauty”). Through the examination of this user’s Instagram feed,
what can be recognized is that this user’s images are representative of her daily life, and
do not exactly have a certain approach to construct her feed. This can be shown from
images such as her puppy, which showed up 3 times in the last 24 posts; pictures of
herself with her friends at school (seen from the first two posts); as well as unplanned
photos of her friends (i.e. a photo of one of her friends riding a children’s toy car and a
photo of another friend trying on sunglasses). On top of this, unlike the first two
accounts that has been analysed earlier and aligned with account 4’s approach, the photos
that have been posted do not have a constant colour tone as obviously shown. This user’s
photos looked mostly unfiltered. Two of the public accounts, which this user followed,
were analysed. The first account is “kyliejenner” (Appendix 3.1.7), where out of the last
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24 photos she has posted, only 4 of the photos did not consist of her. The 20 photos
that had her in it were either selfies, taken by others or mirror shots. The 4 remaining
photos were of the cosmetics that she is selling – mainly lip kits. These photos are
consists of photos of lips, and the liquid lipsticks itself. The second account that was
studied is “nike” (Appendix 3.1.8), and from the last 24 posts, 17 of them were of clips
featuring basketball players, promotion of new shoes, introduction to sneaker designs,
discussions of social matters (i.e. equality). Of the remaining 7 photos, it featured a
stadium, Nike advertisement found on the streets, and pictures of tennis players. This
user did not post anything similar to the mentioned accounts, showing that she these
verified accounts might not have a high influence to the way she builds her feed.
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Discussion and Implications

Hypothesis 1. International school students have a stronger sense to construct an
Instagram feed that is more personal and individual

Hypothesis 2. Instagram users with an "aesthetically pleasing" feed are more aware of
the "ideal-self" they would like to present to others
As predicted, from analysing the contents of various accounts, it has shown that
international students tend to have a stronger sense to construct an Instagram feed
which is more individual, personal and “aesthetically pleasing” than local students. This is
seen from how the local students’ accounts posted mostly of images that were of
themselves, in large groups; or images of themselves, or just of their friends. In other
words, local students’ Instagram feed are relationship-based – with many images
featuring themselves with their friends at outings – whereas international students’ feed
mostly consists of images that help to make the entire feed look good (i.e. buildings of
same colours or nostalgic Hong Kong). Revisiting accounts A and B, it can be observed
that these two accounts have a distinctive approach – they have a certain theme and style
to building up their Instagram feeds. Despite the fact that both accounts featured quite a
number of photos of Nostalgic Hong Kong, both users presented their images that were
rather contrastive to one another (i.e. Account A posted pastel toned photos whilst
Account B went with a cooler tone). What’s more, Account A’s feed is a construction of
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what one is interested in, with occasionally bits of her life in the feed. She has posted
artworks seen at Art Central – a contemporary art fair held in early April – depicting that
this user has a habit of posting images that were inspirational to her. This can also be
observed from images of her in dressing rooms, trying out clothing items that she finds
appealing. On the other hand, account 2 posted images only of old districts in Hong
Kong, as well as portraits of grassroots workers; for instance, waste collector. This shows
that the construction of the user’s feed is to present his photography skills. Moreover,
the usage of filters over images is likely to enhance the attractiveness of the entire
Instagram feed. Results from a study showed that one of the Instagram users enjoyed
looking through feeds that were “made more visually appealing and believed this
contributed to the success of the platform” (Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017). The current
study hence shows that the “composition of images was also regarded as an important
aspect of profiles”, which is also presented in Djafarova and Rushworth’s findings (2017).
In line with the images, which these two accounts tend to share, the accounts that they
interact with posted images with corresponding aesthetics. The verified accounts, which
these two accounts follow respectively, included global brands, such as Glossier, Complex
Sneakers, Canon, National Geographics. Shown from the descriptions of the qualitative
results, local school students follow mostly verified public figure accounts, and not so
much of verified global brands. This is a phenomenon that was also observed in a study
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by Muk et al. (2014), where they conducted a study on the influence of Americans and
Koreans’ individualism and collectivism values on liking brand pages (2014). Their study
showed that young Americans’ perceptions towards brand pages were more positive than
young Koreans (Muk, Chung & Kim, 2014). This helps to support the fact that
marketing on Instagram affect local and international students differently – meaning
those that are socialized in either Eastern or Western societies would be affected
dissimilarly (in terms of how they view accounts worthy to follow and ultimately, their
perception towards an “ideal-self ”. Going back to the discussion of “aesthetically
pleasing feeds”, from the quantitative data collected, the p-value for the importance of an
“aesthetically pleasing” feed to local and international school students is 0.49. There were
70.59% of the international students that found it more important for an Instagram feed
to look composed whilst 65.52% of the local school students thought it was. Despite the
fact that the collected data here can hardly prove an “aesthetically pleasing” feed is of
greater importance to international students to compose their accounts which shows that
individualism prevails amongst Western-socialized students, data collected by Triandis
and Singelis (1998) showed that subjective individualism includes being related to “having
the tendency to do own thing” and “valuing privacy”. To elaborate, as the content
analysis showed that accounts A, B and C all had a specific approach to construct their
Instagram feeds – it means that they have are keener to post images that would please
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themselves, and not others. Another result which further proves that an “aesthetically
pleasing”, personal and individual feed is of greater importance to international school
students than to local school students is that collectivist Korean (representation of
Eastern culture) put greater emphasis on their social self and their close friends (Muk,
Chung & Kim, 2014). This helps to break down the reason why accounts D and E
posted mostly of photos of themselves with large group of friends. The above
arguments made therefore justify that H1 can be partially proved with the use of
qualitative data and existing literatures.
The analysis of the five Instagram accounts also partially proved H2 – those who
have an “aesthetically pleasing” feed (i.e. accounts A and B) are more aware of the
“ideal-self ” they would like to present to others – more than accounts D and E.
According to the quantitative data, when asked what one usually posts, local school
students chose “others” (31.25%), “food and beverages” (25%) and “travel” (18.75%)
the most. 5 out of 8 of the respondents said they were more inclined to post images of
“friends” or ”with friends”. From this, it shows that through posting photos of
themselves with large groups, collectivism dominates in Eastern societies. This can be
supported from the action of choosing to display a collective life on social media means
that one feels greater concern to show that they are close to groups and “need others to
be around in order to have fun” (Triandis & Singelis, 1998). In addition to this, the study
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by Triandis and Singelis (1998) also showed that these individuals are more probable to
have received formal traditional education, as opposed to a Westernized curriculum.
Given that local students (Accounts D and E) have a stronger emphasis of constructing
their Instagram feeds through constantly uploading photos of themselves with their
friends, in contrast to how accounts A and B compose their accounts, an obvious
contrast can be seen. It is that accounts A and B show more of what they like (i.e. art
pieces that are inspirational) and what they are capable of doing (i.e. professional
photography skills). Even if there is a possibility that the photos do not make a lot of
sense – for instance most of the posts found on account A which hardly make any sense
on its own; the individual is likely to ignore the views of others (Triandis & Singelis,
1998). Individuals in collectivistic cultures are completely reversed – others’ views
towards them matter highly (Triandis & Singelis, 1998). Given how much a local school
student needs to take into account of others’ perception towards them, it is no surprise
the international school students are more aware of the “ideal-self ” they would like to
present to others. Results from the study conducted by Muk et al. (2014), also showed
that “sense of belonging is not a core collectivist value” by explaining that Korean
participants of the studies did not have as strong of a sense to connect with other
consumers via liking brand pages, because collectivist values do not prefer socializing
with people out of their social circle (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002).
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Through analysing the most popular accounts local and international school students
followed respectively, it showed that local school students favoured following accounts
closely related to their lives, for instance, “fhproductionhk”, “9gag”, “schoolsecrets”,
“pacichen”, “patrickyuen”, and “tv_most” etc. The listed accounts here are local Hong
Kong Youtubers, celebrities or magazines. These accounts are able to provide them
information of the latest news or gossip in Hong Kong, or even amongst high schools
(i.e. from “schoolsecrets”). Quite differently, international school students favoured
following celebrity, photography, and foreign Youtubers. Examples include “iamkareno”,
“kanyewest”, “zoella”, “colesprouse”, “natgeo”, and “coltonhaynes” etc. From this
analysis it proves that international students are more willing to interact with strangers as

Figure 8 Distribution of what local students prefer to post on Instagram
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mentioned earlier (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002).

Figure 9 Distribution of what international students prefer to post on Instagram

Through the content analysis, all in all, it is safe to say that international school students
are more aware of the way they would like to present their “self ” to others. It was only
the two accounts, which belonged to local school students where images of
collectiveness dominated. In addition to that, because the p-value of what international
and local students prefer to post themselves is 0.04, it proves that there is a distinct
preference between the two groups. From figure 8, we can see that local school students
mainly posted photos of “food and beverages”, “travel” and “other”. From the content
analysis there is a great possibility that the “other” the respondents were referring to are
of their lives (i.e. outings with friends etc.). As shown on figure 9, the major categories
were “nature” and “travel” and also “other”, to which respondents left replies saying it
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refers to “art” or “friends”. The major problem here is that it was not made compulsory
for respondents to leave an answer to what they preferred posting if they chose “other”.
This hindered the finding of whether international school students really did not post
too many photos of their collective live as opposed to local school students do.
Nonetheless, due to the fact that H1 could successfully be proven, H2 hence can be
justified – but only partially. Through studying the five accounts, it is obvious that
accounts A, B and C are more individualistic with the distinct stylistic approach, lack of
images of themselves with big group of friends like accounts D and E does. Yet, because
the study only managed to find out local and international school students have
dissimilar preferences to what they post, and not what the “other” choice refers to, it is
hard to fully prove that the number of international school students posting images of
themselves in big group activities is not of high possibility. H1 was able to prove that
international school students do tend to compose Instagram feeds which are relatively
more individual and personal, but then because there is a possibility that there are also
quite a number of international school students whom may prefer to post photos more
collective (like Account D and E), an “ideal-self ” may not necessarily be only constrained
to having an “aesthetically pleasing” feed. Due to this, H2 can only be partially proven.
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Limitations and Future Study
As mentioned earlier, data collection for this study had unfortunately been
incomplete with only 34 respondents instead of 80 respondents in total. There are
several reasons and limitations which had made the collection process difficult to achieve
within a short period of time. The first limitation is collecting data simply via snowball
sampling and purposive sampling are not sufficient enough to collect the set target
number of respondents. One of the biggest obstacles to collecting data through teachers
as encountered is a matter of privacy. Despite having stated in the questionnaire that all
information will solely be used for this study, quite a number of the high school teachers
whom have been contacted responded saying that they would not be able to distribute
the questionnaire, because they worried that their students’ personal information or
school-related data being leaked elsewhere and used for other purposes. Another reason
why it may had been so hard to collect data from high school teachers is because the
emails that had been sent may be have successfully reached their mailbox. Emails were
sent using both Lingnan University account and Gmail – and it was discovered that many
of the high school teachers may not have had received the emails, since it is from a
different server. This means that there is a big possibility that these teachers may not
even have had read my email, hence the lack of response. Being unable to reach the
teachers through another method is without a doubt the greatest hindrance in this study.
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On top of that, as the targeted number of respondents was 80, given that only 34
participants filled out the questionnaire, the data is undeniably unable to represent all of
international and local students in Hong Kong. As of now, just through analysing the
contents of international students’ accounts that has been collected here, we can observe
various patterns of whom they follow and how they like to post photos onto their feeds.
With such different contents just from the three international students, it is safe to say
that the study conducted is an improper representation of the target population. This
also affected the practicality of the socioeconomic background information collected,
which was a big part of the questionnaire. Since the sample size is really small, the
information is hardly significant enough to measure any legitimate and distinctive
characteristics between international and local school students. In other words, the lack
of significant data had interrupted a large part the process of the quantitative data
analysis. It specifically affected questions 12 and 13 which were meant to ask for high
school students ‘interpretations of what an ideal life is like, essentially answering the
question whether their family’s socioeconomic backgrounds would influence their
perception to what an ideal life should resemble.
It is also worthwhile to mention here that high school students are conceivably not
the best target population to reach out to when it comes to quantitative data collection,
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as they do not have a sense of responsibility to fill out the surveys seriously and
properly – compared to university students and adults. For instance, one of the questions
in part two (family background) asked for one’s household income per month. Quite a
number of the participants filled out irrelevant or unrelated answers, such as “idk”, “?”
or “10000000”. This shows that it may be best to target another population group
instead if any further studies need to be carried out. While at choosing what may be best
for a study, it would be helpful to note that Qualtrics is not the best server to send out
questionnaires. This is because it did not record all data of the respondents as displayed
from different questions containing different numbers of respondents. For any further
studies it will be crucial to choose questionnaire platforms and target populations more
wisely.
The fourth limitation of this study is that the choices that had been given to the
respondents to choose in the questionnaire constrained a full range of outcomes. This is
unavoidable as expected from conducting a quantitative data analysis, but it might have
been better if more options were made available for the respondents to choose. If a
further study is to be conducted, it will perhaps be best to look through random people’s
Instagram feeds to identify what they are inclined to post, instead of relying wholly on
literature reviews to create the survey. The reason behind this is because post activities
could range not just from various socioeconomic backgrounds, but also from numerous
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cultures. Additionally, literature reviews are definitely not the most reliable source to refer
to when it comes to constructing a survey, since social medias are constantly modifying
their functions or adding new features. This also affects the popularity of certain posts
along with time.
The last limitation of this study is as mentioned previously, social networking sites
tend to update rather frequently. During the period of the proposal writing to data
collection period, Instagram managed to introduce a number of new features for its
users. These features are called “my story”, “photosets” and “save” respectively. “My
story” allows users to upload temporary posts that only last for 24 hours. It has been
pretty popular amongst users and could have had been useful, because based on
examining public users’ posts on their “my story”, many had chosen to post their current
activity (i.e. food they are consuming at in a fancy restaurant). As for “photosets”, it
allows one to upload several photos at once as opposed to their traditional function,
which constrains users to posting one photo every time. This changes the use of
Instagram, and might even change the meaning of it, as more and more Instagrammers
are accustomed to upload many photos during one post.
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Conclusion
To conclude, results of current study can partially prove that international school
students do have a stronger sense to construct an Instagram feeds that are comparatively
more individual and personal. This shows that individualism dominates in Western
cultures. On the other hand, local school students that are brought up in traditional
Eastern cultures put an emphasis on people around them instead and showing others
they have many close relationships with others. They value collective activities – depicted
from the many images found on their Instagram accounts.
The content analyses were able to prove that marketing on Instagram by verified
global brands do have an impact on the activities of the respondents. Despite the fact
that there is no solid quantitative data that could prove or measure the relationship
between one’s socioeconomic background and the verified Instagram accounts these
students prefer to follow, the results still managed to prove verified accounts (especially
global brands) do have an effect on the images that the students choose to post. Results
showed that local school students follow more accounts that are related to the local
community (i.e. “schoolsecrets”), whereas international school students have greater
interest towards a larger range of categories (from public figure in the U.S. to clothing
brands). It is also apparent that the examined verified accounts play a significant role in
influencing international school students’ Instagram feeds. Through the construction of
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their feeds and through taking inspirations from public accounts, in one way or another it
can be understood as an individual knowing clearly of whom they would like to present
as to others. Nonetheless, since there is a lack of quantitative data proving that
international school students hardly post photos of their lives with friends or families
just like local students do, it cannot be justified that an “aesthetically pleasing” feed
means that one is more aware of the “ideal-self ” they would like to present to others.
This is simply because the “ideal-self ” could also mean to show that one is very sociable,
hence all the group photos found on local students’ Instagram feed.
All in all, the results in this study have made the question on how verified Instagram
accounts may influence one’s self-representation through the construction of one’s feed
interesting – I believe that future studies on this topic would be worthwhile to be
conducted with a more general population, instead of focusing on high school students.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Online Questionnaire on the Effect of Marketing on Instagram
Dear respondent,
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire! I am Brittany, a final year
student studying sociology in Lingnan University and am currently researching on young
Hong Kongers’ use of Instagram. Your response will only be used for survey purposes
and in case you have any questions regarding this questionnaire, please feel free to
contact me at brittanychanmc@gmail.com.
親愛的受訪者，感謝您抽出時間填寫這份問卷！我是 Brittany，在嶺南大學修讀社
會學四年級，目前正在研究香港年輕人對 Instagram 的使用。您的回覆僅用於調查
目的，如果您對此問卷有任何疑問，請隨時與我聯繫 brittanychanmc@gmail.com。
Q1. How long have you used Instagram for?
你使用 Instagram 多久了？
 ≤ 1 year 少於或等於一年 (1)
 2 - 3 years 兩至三年 (2)
 4 - 5 years 四至五年 (3)
 ≥ 5 years 多於或等於五年 (4)
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Q2. Please select 3 of the following categories you like to follow the most.
請選擇以下您最喜歡的 3 個類別。
 Nature 大自然 (1)
 Travel 旅遊 (2)
 Animals 動物 (3)
 Food and Beverages 飲食 (4)
 Fashion and Make-up 時裝及化妝 (5)
 Celebrities 藝人 (6)
 Other 其它 (7) ____________________

Q3. Who are you favorite public Instagrammers? Please list down 3.
你最喜歡的 Instagram 用戶？請列出 3 個。
Click to write Choice 1 請列出第一個 (1)
Click to write Choice 2 請列出第二個 (2)
Click to write Choice 3 請列出第三個 (3)
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Q4. How did you learn about these Instagrammers? (You may choose more than one)
你是怎麼認識這些 Instagram 用戶？
 Peers 朋輩 (1)
 Family Members 家庭成員 (2)
 Other social-networking sites (i.e. Youtube, Facebook) 其它社交網絡 (3)
 Magazines/Newspaper 雜誌/報章 (4)
 From other Instgrammers' accounts 其它 instagram 用家 (5)
 Instagram Explore instagram 探索 (6)
 Other (7) ____________________
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Q5. What are the top three categories you usually post yourself on your Instagram?
你在 Instagram 上發佈自己的前三大類別是什麼？
 Nature 大自然 (1)
 Travel 旅遊 (2)
 Animals 動物 (3)
 Food and Beverages 飲食 (4)
 Fashion and Make-up 時裝及化妝 (5)
 Celebrities 藝人 (6)
 Other (7) ____________________

Q6. How many times do you post on Instagram on average in a month?
你平均每月在 Instagram 上發帖多少次？
 ≤5 times 少於或等於五次 (1)
 6 - 10 times 六至十次 (2)
 11 - 15 times 十一至十五次 (3)
 16 - 20 times 十六次至二十次 (4)
 21 - 30 times 二十一次至三十次 (5)
 ≥30 times 多於或等於三十次 (6)
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Q7. Do you add hashtags to your own photos? If so, what are the top 3 hashtags that
you use to tag your photos? If no, please proceed to question 8.
您會為自己的照片添加主題標籤嗎？如果是，您用來標記照片的前 3 個主題標籤
是什麼？如果沒有，請進入問題 8。

Q8. Does it matter if your Instagram feed looks "aesthetically pleasing"?
你認為 Instagram 帳戶看起來“具美感”是否重要？
 Yes 是 (1)
 No 否 (2)

Q9. On average, around how many times do you use Instagram per hour?
你每小時大約開啟多少次 instagram?
 ≤ 1 times 少於一次或一次 (1)
 2 - 5 times 兩至五次 (2)
 6- 10 times 六至十次 (3)
 11 - 15 times 十一至十五次 (4)
 16 - 20 times 十六至二十次 (5)
 ≥ 20 times 多於二十次 (6)
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Q10. (1 being lowest and 10 highest) Approximately how many times have you edited
your last 10 recent posts?﹝1 為最少，10 為最多﹞你對你最近的十個帖文大約的修
改次數？
______ Click to indicate 點擊以作答 (1)

Q11. Of your last 10 searches, how many of the posts you have found were using
hashtag function?在你最近的十次搜尋中，有多少個帖文有使用標記功能？
______ Click to indicate 點擊以作答 (1)

Q12. Which of the following has the most accurate description to your understanding of
“an ideal life”? (Rank the first one as being the most accurate and the fourth one least
accurate)
以下哪一項最能準確描述你對「理想生活」的理解？﹝第一為最準確，第四為最
不準確﹞
______ To have a rich material life 擁有物質豐富的生活 (1)
______ To have an adventurous and fun life 擁有一個充滿冒險及樂趣的生活 (2)
______ To stay on top of new things 持續了解新的事物 (3)
______ To possess the identity of being trendiest 站在潮流的尖端 (4)
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Q13. How much do you think Instagram influences your perception towards an “ideal
life”?
你認為 Instagram 如何影響你對“理想生活”的看法？
______ Click to indicate (1)

Q14. Your parents' current marital status (If your parents are separated/divorced, please
proceed to question 15. For other answers, please proceed onto question 16.)您父母目
前的婚姻狀況（如果您的父母是分居/離婚，請進入問題 15；如回答其他答案，請
進入問題 16）
 Married 已婚 (1)
 Widowed 喪偶 (2)
 Separated/Divorced 分開／離婚 (3)
 Never married 從未結婚 (4)
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Q15. Who are you currently living with?
你目前與誰住在一起？
 Mother 母親 (1)
 Father 父親 (2)
 Grandparents 祖父母 (3)
 Other relatives 其他親戚 (4)

Q16. What are your parents' highest educational level obtained?
你父母的最高學歷是什麼？
Mother 母親 (1)

Father 父親 (2)

Primary school 小學 (1)





Secondary school 中學 (2)





Undergraduate 大學生 (3)





Postgraduate 碩士 (4)





Other 其他 (5)
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Q17. Which of the following best describes your parents' occupations?
以下哪項最能描述您父母的職業？
Mother 母親 (1)

Father 父親 (2)

Catering/Wholesale/Trade/Hotels/Retail
飲食業/批發/貿易/酒店業/零售業 



(1)
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate/Business
Services 金融業/保險業/房地產業/商 



業 (2)
Community/Social/Personal Services 社








Manufacturing 製造業 (5)





Civil Service 公務員 (6)





Other 其他 (7)





區/會/個人服務 (3)
Transport/Storage/Communications 運
輸業/倉務/通訊 (4)
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Q18. What is your family's total monthly income (approximately in HKD)?
你家庭的每月總收入大約是多少（港幣）？

I would like to kindly ask you to leave your name and email address if you don’t mind. It
will be for my convenience to reach out to you if I had to clarify anything or ask further
questions. Please do leave it if you feel comfortable about it!
倘若你不介意，我誠意邀請你留下名字及電郵地址，方便本人聯絡你以釐清疑問
或更深入的查詢。

Q19. Name (optional)
名稱（非必填）

Q20. Email address
電子郵件地址
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Q21. Type of School
學校類型
 Local school 本地學校 (1)
 International school 國際學校 (2)

Q22. Sex
性別
 Male 男 (1)
 Female 女 (2)

Q23. Age at your next birthday
您下一個生日的年齡
 15 (1)
 16 (2)
 17 (3)
 18 (4)
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Q24. Educational level (currently attending)
教育程度（目前）
 Grade 9/Form 3 中三 (1)
 Grade 10/Form 4 中四 (2)
 Grade 11/Form 5 中五 (3)
 Grade 12/Form 6 中六 (4)

Q25. Did you have a part-time job in the last 6 months?
你在過去的 6 個月中有兼職工作嗎？
 Yes, please proceed to question 26. 有。請回答第 26 題。 (1)
 If no, please proceed to question 27. 沒有。請回答第 27 題。 (2)

Q26. How much do you approximately earn per hour from your part-time job?
你從兼職工作中每小時賺多少錢？
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Q27. Have your parents been giving you pocket money for the last 6 months?
你的父母在過去 6 個月中有否給你零用錢？
 If yes, please proceed to question 28. 如有，請回答第 28 題。 (1)
 No 否 (2)

Q28. Amount (in HKD) of pocket money you receive per week:
每週收取的零用錢金額（港幣）：
 ≤$100 (1)
 $101 - 500 (2)
 $ 501 - 600 (3)
 $ 601- 1000 (4)
 $ ≥1,000 (5)

Q29. For the second part of my research, I will conduct a content analysis. It would help
very much if you are willing to leave your Instagram account!
在第二部分，我將進行內容分析。如果你願意留下你的 Instagram 帳號名稱，會對
是次研究有很大的幫助！
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire results
Due to privacy concerns, results of questions 19, 20 and 29 are not shown here.
Q1. How long have you used Instagram for?
你使用 Instagram 多久了？
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Q2. Please select 3 of the following categories you like to follow the most.
請選擇以下您最喜歡的 3 個類別。

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Nature 大自然

23.53%

8

2

Travel 旅遊

67.65%

23

3

Animals 動物

41.18%

14

4

Food and Beverages 飲食

35.29%

12

5

Fashion and Make-up 時裝及化妝

32.35%

11

6

Celebrities 藝人

55.88%

19

7

Other 其它

41.18%

14

Total

100%

34

Q2_7_TEXT - Other 其它
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Other
friends, art, architectural photography
memes
Friends
Streetwear
Street
sports
social life
Friends
Friends
Viral internet media content e.g. UniLad
Friends
cars
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Q3. Who are you favorite public Instagrammers? Please list down 3.
你最喜歡的 Instagram 用戶？請列出 3 個。
Click to write Choice 1 Click to write Choice 2

Click to write Choice 3

James Jean
jamesjeanart

Steve McCurry
stevemccurryofficial

Nate Burns
revoltingworship

deedeethedoge

marniethedog

maple.the.pup

Stephen curry

Golden state

Emma Watson

nba

kjames

kobebryant

ssarahnade

v93oo

en_jajaja

@9gag

@benwishartt

@EhBeeFamily

zayn

kyross parakh

dean daswani

@benwishartt

krjae

annie.eum

ardenrose

tasty

sammyrobinson

@runhkg

@raul_snkr

@benwishartt

meeth shah

dean daswani

juno wang

@benwishartt

@mrbenbrown

@raul_snkr

lemielch

Nike

sportsoho

iamkareno

taeyeon_ss

fjarilflickans

iamkareno

saythename_17

fjarilflickans

Arden Rose

Margaret Zhang

Inka Williams

9gag

justsul

elvi.barksley

schools.secrets

stephencurry30

emrata

davidbeckham

fhproductionhk

9gag

@real__pcy

@bumkeyk

@jessica.syj

Mannxsee

9gag

Nba

9gag

Tv_most

School secrets

jeremyjeromy

patrickyuen

pacichan

iamkareno

taeyeon_ss

fjarilflickans

No

No

No

pointlessblog

zoella

natgeo
73

aviationeverywhere

unilad

minapple

kanyewest

KimKardashain

colesprouse

coltonlhaynes

colesprouse

jacksonwang852g7

emmawatson

ddlovato

_alexhirsch_

realtalkbys

brianimanuel

thefolkupsduo

feliciathegoat

lucafersko

mensweardog

Nike

Rebook

Adidas

gordonramsay

theofficialmads

danbilzerian
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Q4. How did you learn about these Instagrammers? (You may choose more than
one)
你是怎麼認識這些 Instagram 用戶？

# Answer

%

1

Peers 朋輩

50.00% 17

2

Family Members 家庭成員

5.88%

3

Other social-networking sites (i.e. Youtube, Facebook) 其它社交
網絡

61.76% 21

4

Magazines/Newspaper 雜誌/報章

5.88%

5

From other Instgrammers' accounts 其它 instagram 用家

29.41% 10
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Count

2

2

6

Instagram Explore instagram 探索

44.12% 15

7

Other

5.88%

2

Total

100%

34

Other
Other
nba players
Tv Shows
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Q5. What are the top three categories you usually post yourself on your
Instagram?
你在 Instagram 上發佈自己的前三大類別是什麼？

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Nature 大自然

47.06%

16

2

Travel 旅遊

64.71%

22

3

Animals 動物

23.53%

8

4

Food and Beverages 飲食

32.35%

11

5

Fashion and Make-up 時裝及化妝

8.82%

3

6

Celebrities 藝人

8.82%

3

7

Other

41.18%

14

Total

100%

34

Q5_7_TEXT - Other

77

Other
Daily life
school life
art
Me
Myself and friends
Street
sports
myself
social life
Friends
Friends
Planes
Personal Life
family/ personal pictures
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Q6. How many times do you post on Instagram on average in a month?
你平均每月在 Instagram 上發帖多少次？

#

Answer

%

Count

1

≤5 times 少於或等於五次

79.41%

27

2

6 - 10 times 六至十次

14.71%

5

3

11 - 15 times 十一至十五次

0.00%

0

4

16 - 20 times 十六次至二十次

2.94%

1

5

21 - 30 times 二十一次至三十次

0.00%

0

6

≥30 times 多於或等於三十次

2.94%

1

Total

100%

34
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Q7. Do you add hashtags to your own photos? If so, what are the top 3 hashtags
that you use to tag your photos? If no, please proceed to question 8.
您會為自己的照片添加主題標籤嗎？如果是，您用來標記照片的前 3 個主題標籤
是什麼？如果沒有，請進入問題 8。
Do you add hashtags to your own photos? If so, what are the top 3 hashtags...
#nature #landscape
no
#boostvibes #moodygrams #hk
/
#hongkong #travel #photography
#hongkong #travel #photography
not really
#hongkong #photography #travel
depends on the context of the photo
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Q8. Does it matter if your Instagram feed looks "aesthetically pleasing"?
你認為 Instagram 帳戶看起來“具美感”是否重要？

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Yes 是

64.71%

22

2

No 否

35.29%

12

Total

100%

34
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Q9. On average, around how many times do you use Instagram per hour?
你每小時大約開啟多少次 instagram?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

≤ 1 times 少於一次或一次

50.00%

17

2

2 - 5 times 兩至五次

38.24%

13

3

6- 10 times 六至十次

11.76%

4

4

11 - 15 times 十一至十五次

0.00%

0

5

16 - 20 times 十六至二十次

0.00%

0

6

≥ 20 times 多於二十次

0.00%

0

Total

100%

34
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Q10. (1 being lowest and 10 highest) Approximately how many times have you
edited your last 10 recent posts?
﹝1 為最少，10 為最多﹞你對你最近的十個帖文大約的修改次數？
Answer

%

Count

0

26.47%

9

1

20.59%

7

2

26.47%

9

3

8.82%

3

4

2.94%

1

7

2.94%

1

8

2.94%

1

10

8.82%

3

Total

100%

34
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Q11. Of your last 10 searches, how many of the posts you have found were using
hashtag function?
在你最近的十次搜尋中，有多少個帖文有使用標記功能？

Field

Minimum Maximum Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance Count

Click to indicate 點
擊以作答

0.00

3.35

11.22

10.00

2.79

84

34

Q12. Which of the following has the most accurate description to your
understanding of “an ideal life”? (Rank the first one as being the most accurate
and the fourth one least accurate)
以下哪一項最能準確描述你對「理想生活」的理解？﹝第一為最準確，第四為最
不準確﹞

# Question

1

2

3

4

Total

17.65% 6

29.41% 10 29.41% 10 23.53% 8

To have a rich
1

material life 擁有

34

物質豐富的生活
To have an
adventurous and
2

fun life 擁有一個
充滿冒險及樂趣
的生活

70.59% 24 8.82%

3

17.65% 6

2.94%

1

34

11.76% 4

41.18% 14 29.41% 10 17.65% 6

34

0.00%

20.59% 7

To stay on top of
3

new things 持續
了解新的事物
To possess the

4

identity of being
trendiest 站在潮
流的尖端

0
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23.53% 8

55.88% 19 34

Q13. How much do you think Instagram influences your perception towards an
“ideal life”?
你認為 Instagram 如何影響你對“理想生活”的看法？
Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

Click to indicate

0.00

100.00

44.16

32.91

1082.84

31

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

Click to indicate

0.00

100.00

44.16

32.91

1082.84

31

Answer

%

Count

0

6.45%

2

5

3.23%

1

10

3.23%

1

13

3.23%

1

14

3.23%

1

15

12.90%

4

17

3.23%

1

20

6.45%

2

24

3.23%

1

25

6.45%

2

48

3.23%

1

50

3.23%

1

55

3.23%

1

61

3.23%

1

75

9.68%

3

78

3.23%

1

86

80

6.45%

2

81

3.23%

1

87

3.23%

1

91

3.23%

1

100

6.45%

2

Total

100%

31
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Q14. Your parents' current marital status (If your parents are separated/divorced,
please proceed to question 15. For other answers, please proceed onto question
16.)
您父母目前的婚姻狀況（如果您的父母是分居/離婚，請進入問題 15；如回答其他
答案，請進入問題 16）

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Married 已婚

83.33%

25

2

Widowed 喪偶

0.00%

0

3

Separated/Divorced 分開／離婚

6.67%

2

4

Never married 從未結婚

10.00%

3

Total

100%

30
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Q15. Who are you currently living with?
你目前與誰住在一起？

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Mother 母親

86.36%

19

2

Father 父親

13.64%

3

3

Grandparents 祖父母

0.00%

0

4

Other relatives 其他親戚

0.00%

0

Total

100%

22

89

Q16. What are your parents' highest educational level obtained?
你父母的最高學歷是什麼？

#

Question

Mother 母親

1

Primary school 小學

66.67%

6

33.33%

3

9

2

Secondary school 中學

52.63%

10

47.37%

9

19

3

Undergraduate 大學生

52.38%

11

47.62%

10

21

4

Postgraduate 碩士

35.00%

7

65.00%

13

20

5

Other 其他

11.11%

1

88.89%

8

9

90

Total

Father 父親

Q17. Which of the following best describes your parents' occupations?
以下哪項最能描述您父母的職業？

# Question
1
2

Catering/Wholesale/Trade/Hotels/Retail 飲
食業/批發/貿易/酒店業/零售業
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate/Business
Services 金融業/保險業/房地產業/商業

Mother

Father

母親

父親

Total

58.33%

7 41.67%

5

12

44.44%

8 55.56%

10 18

3

Community/Social/Personal Services 社區/
會/個人服務

100.00%

9 0.00%

0

9

4

Transport/Storage/Communications 運輸業
/倉務/通訊

40.00%

2 60.00%

3

5

5

Manufacturing 製造業

33.33%

1 66.67%

2

3

91

6

Civil Service 公務員

33.33%

2 66.67%

4

6

7

Other 其他

62.50%

5 37.50%

3

8

Other
Other
Teachers
housewife
housewife
No job
Retired

92

Q18. What is your family's total monthly income (approximately in HKD)?
你家庭的每月總收入大約是多少（港幣）？
What is your family's total monthly income (approximately in HKD)?你家庭的每月總
收入...
idk
30000
3xxxx
average
200000
idk
20000
N/A
690000
100000
idk
?
100000
65k
70000
$25000
$30000
70000
$150000
120,000
$100 000
200000
100000
500,000
500000
700,000
93

50000
90k
1000000000000
70,000

94

Q21. Type of School
學校類型

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Local school 本地學校

41.38%

12

2

International school 國際學校

58.62%

17

Total

100%

29

95

Q22. Sex 性別

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Male 男

65.52%

19

2

Female 女

34.48%

10

Total

100%

29

96

Q23. Age at your next birthday 您下一個生日的年齡

#

Answer

%

Count

1

15

0.00%

0

2

16

6.90%

2

3

17

41.38%

12

4

18

51.72%

15

Total

100%

29

97

Q24. Educational level (currently attending) 教育程度（目前）

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Grade 9/Form 3 中三

3.45%

1

2

Grade 10/Form 4 中四

3.45%

1

3

Grade 11/Form 5 中五

41.38%

12

4

Grade 12/Form 6 中六

51.72%

15

Total

100%

29

98

Q25. Did you have a part-time job in the last 6 months?
你在過去的 6 個月中有兼職工作嗎？

# Answer

%

Count

1

Yes, please proceed to question 26. 有。請回答第 26 題。

20.69%

6

2

If no, please proceed to question 27. 沒有。請回答第 27 題。

79.31%

23

Total

100%

29
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Q26. How much do you approximately earn per hour from your part-time job?
你從兼職工作中每小時賺多少錢？
How much do you approximately earn per hour from your part-time job?你從兼職工作
中...
80
80
100
65

100

Q27. Have your parents been giving you pocket money for the last 6 months?
你的父母在過去 6 個月中有否給你零用錢？

# Answer

%

Count

1

If yes, please proceed to question 28. 如有，請回答第 28 題。

89.66%

26

2

No 否

10.34%

3

Total

100%

29
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Q28. Amount (in HKD) of pocket money you receive per week:
每週收取的零用錢金額（港幣）：

#

Answer

%

Count

1

≤$100

3.85%

1

2

$101 - 500

80.77%

21

3

$ 501 - 600

3.85%

1

4

$ 601- 1000

3.85%

1

5

$ ≥1,000

7.69%

2

Total

100%

26
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Appendix 3: Instagram accounts used for content analysis
(The following screenshots are of the users’ latest 24 posts, shown in chronological order)
Appendix 3.1 Instagram account of Account A

103

104

Appendix 3.2 Instagram account of “glossier”

105

106

Appendix 3.3 Instagram account of “reformation”

107

108

Appendix 3.4 Instagram account of ” jeannedamas”

109

110

Appendix 3.5 Instagram account of Account B

111

112

Appendix 3.6 Instagram account of “edwardkb”

113

114

Appendix 3.7 Complex Sneakers Instagram account

115

116

Appendix 3.8 Account B’s photo of sneaker

117

Appendix 3.9 Complex sneaker’s photo of sneaker

118

Appendix 3.1.0 Instagram of “discoverhongkong”

119

120

Appendix 3.1.1 Instagram of Account C

121

122

Appendix 3.1.2 Instagram account of “imjennim”

123

124

Appendix 3.1.3 Instagram account of Account D

125

126

Appendix 3.1.4 Instagram account of “jessica.syj”

127

128

Appendix 3.1.5 Instagram account of “oohsehun”

129

130

Appendix 3.1.6 Instagram account of Account E

131

132

Appendix 3.1.7 Instagram account of “kyliejenner”

133

134

Appendix 3.1.8 Instagram account of “nike”

135

136

